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THE CONSOLE-PRESET 
(SYSTEM CD/TH) 

For many years now we have manufactured and marketed two 
widely differing systems of light control for the larger theatre, 
the Strand Light Console and the Strand Preset Desk. The 
former, although much improved in more recent installations, 
is now twenty years old. Yet it is still the most compact control 
in the world, and to be found in such famous London theatres 
as Drury Lane, the Palladium, the Coliseum, the Adelphi and 
others. 

The Strand Preset Desk was introduced some ten years ago , 
originally with electronic valves, to give the precise dimmer 
presetting required in theatres such as the Old Vic and New in 
London, and the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, Stratford
on-Avon , to quote but three of the many installations. 

The Preset Desk does this precise dimmer work easily and 
simp ly, whereas the Light Console demands greater skill and 
care on the part of its operator. On the other hand, preset 
control boards tend to develop a multiplicity of presets 
(5 or 10 per dimmer are not uncommon) and there is 
even a demand for 20. These presets mean repeat dimmer 
levers which, however small, take up a lot of room and being 
miniature become awkward to set. The need for all these 
presets arises principally from the fact that systems using 
electronic or magnetic amplifier dimmers require to have 
each control circuit constantly energised to hold a circuit in 
a particular state of dim . 

During the past two years we have developed and used full 
preset, using clutch operated dimmers with a single motor per 
bank. Current in this type is only used to drive dimmers into 
position, whereupon they remain there until driven afresh. 
These dimmer banks can be and are operated from preset 
desks of the orthodox type with the dimmer levers repeated 
as many times as necessary, but means have been found to 
combine a single or duplicate set of levers with the circuitry 
and controls of the Light Console type . The result is known 
as the Strand Console-Preset and we are confident that the 
new system provides the ult imate in control. These control 
desks are compact, basically simple and arranged for operation 
by one man . 

The main advantages of the Strand CD/TH Console-Preset 
are as follows . 

* Only dimmers which are to move have to be selected or set up. 

* Dimmer levers need only be used for precise intermediate 
positions. 

*To dim or raise lights fully, only the selector keys need be used. 
These selector keys are rapid to handle and are in any case 
fitted with a memory device which can select and remember 
14 groups of chosen circuits. 

* Dimmer levers can be set in advance, so that with slight 
modification only and use of selector keys several, if not all, 
cues can be carried out in rapid succession. 

* Any dimmers may be selected instantaneously at any time for 
modification without disturbing the set-up of the rest of the 
control board. 

* A push button is permanently preset to fade out all dimmers. 
* All dimmer changes are motorised so that they are smooth 

and, once determined, constant. 

* All controls are within arms reach of a seated operator, and 
the Control Desk is compact, 4 ft 4 in. wide x 4 ft 2 in. high 
x 2 ft 9 in. deep, (1.32 x 1.27 x 0.84 metres), connected by 
flexible cable, and may therefore be positioned anywhere 
convenient. 

* The dimmer bank is electro-mechanical employing only one 
dimmer motor, and does not require specialist engineers to 
understand maintenance of it. 

KEY TO ANNOTATED PHOTOGRAPHS 

1. Selector Keys (or Stopkeys) 
One to each circuit, When put down, the circuit 
or circuits are ready for action (Dimming and /or 
switching and /or colour changes where fitted to 
lanterns). Circuits not selected remain in the state 
to which they were last called. 

2. Memory Presets (for Selector Keys) 
Any of these 14 buttons touched while the foot is 
on the Presetter (2A) remembers the combination 
of selector keys (1) above on at the moment . 
Subsequent pressure of the button without the 
setter will cause the selector keys to spring to 
that combination. A permanent cancel button 
causes all selector keys to spring off. 

3. Dimmer Indicators 
Second heavy touch on any selector key indicates 
on the dial the exact position of that dimmer and 
allows the dimmer individually to be moved irres
pective of the number of circuits actually selected . 

4. Raise Master 
Raises dimmers selected at (1) above, as long as 
foot or thumb push is depressed . Without altering 
any positions preset on the dimmer levers (7) . 

5. Dim Master 
Lowers dimmers, selected as (1) above, as long as 
foot or thumb push is depressed. Without altering 
any positions preset on the dimmer levers (7). 

6. Move Master 
Moves dimmers, selected as (1) above, to positions 
set up on dimmer levers below. 

7. Dimmer Levers 
One per circuit with large clear scale. These levers 
only take effect on circuits , selected as (1) above, 
while Move push is depressed . Dimmer levers are 
not required to hold dimmers, and therefore can 
preset the next change in advance. 

8. Dimmer Speed 
Pedal, balanced to stay at any position when foot is 
removed . Lamp indicator on panel above. Speed 
range from 2 seconds to 60 seconds dimmer travel. 
Slower speeds than this by inching the foot push 
on the left. 

9. Master Dimmer 
When switched in , this applies a proportional cut 
or fade to dimmers, selected as (1) above, whatever 
their position . 

10. Blackout Master and BO Trip 
All circuits are automatically held 'on' and operate 
through their dimmers. This push will blackout 
any circuits , selected as (1) above. These circuits 
are then held 'out ' irrespective of the posit ions 
of the selector keys until the BO trip is used. 

11. DBO 
Dead blackout of all circuits (selected or not) so 
long as the switch is down . 

12. Group Couplers 
Normally these are kept on but they can be put 
off to limit action to particular groups and thus 
reduce the amount of circuit selection . 

13. Filter Change 
Master control for remotely operated colour 
screens. 

Detailed instruction books for operation, service and maintenance are always supplied . 


